Congratulations! Your business has been nominated as one of The Best of Wheaton, the annual award
celebration presented by the Wheaton Chamber of Commerce in participation with the Downtown Wheaton Assoc.,
Danada East, Danada West and Town Square Wheaton.

Please complete this questionnaire to be considered for the 2018 ballot and to give your business the best
light in our program. Feel free to use the reverse side to add more information.
It is IMPORTANT to note, along with the popular vote, the quality of your questionnaire will be a key factor
in determining placement on the ballot and the award recipient.
Completed questionnaire must be received by 11:59 pm Sunday, January 28, 2018 by post to the Wheaton
Chamber of Commerce or by email to marycarol@wheatonchamber.com. Thank you for your participation.
Good Luck!!!

Describe your business in seventy-five (75) words or less (this description will be used in
the Best of Wheaton keepsake program)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
DeMoulin Family Chiropractic is a wellness chiropractic center focused on family care, specializing in pediatrics
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
and pregnancy. Our hope is to give our community victory in their health using natural solutions to many of today's
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
common
ailments.

Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
With our patients, we primarily listen to their goals and assess their clinical needs. Our goal is to blend patient goals
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
and desires with a precise care plan that will meet their wishes and achieve optimal results as quickly as possible.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Unlike most chiropractic care in this area, Dr. DeMoulin is neurologically-based. So you won't just see people
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
coming into our office with back pain. You'll see kids with sensory issues, babies with colic, women with excessive
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
menstrual cramps or infertility, and men with heartburn and reflux in addition to the more expected issues of migraines,
numbness and tingling in the hands and feet, etc. Every function of the body can be affected for good by a gentle,
specific, scientific adjustment at DFC!
Describe your business’ Community Involvement
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Every quarter we choose a new local organization/cause that our staff and patients can get behind
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
and help out. We've discovered we have the most generous and thoughtful patients, as we always
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
have an abundance of donations to present to the local organization at the end of each quarter!

Why is Wheaton the place where you want to do business?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
What better place to serve than a community that is friendly, family-focused, and everyone seems
to contribute something to help it reach its potential! We have found it to be the best place
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
we've ever lived and worked in and hope to spend the rest of our lives here serving this loved city.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time) _______________________

Share your favorite testimonial?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
My 10-month old had been having digestive issues that were affecting her ability to nurse and sleep well, and I had
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
heard that chiropractic care could help, so I got her checked out and as it turned out, she was severely out of
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
alignment. In just a short amount of time we had her re-scanned and she was almost perfectly aligned! We have
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
also noticed a marked difference in her digestion (ability to nurse/sleep/bowel movements). And his wife, Whitney,
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
is always so sweet to my kids! On top of all that, he is very affordable. Our whole family has benefited!
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
- Lauren 12/29/17
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Nomination questionnaire must be completed and returned by Sunday, Jan. 28, 2018
Each Nominee must have at least two nominations to be considered and the nominations MUST be
submitted from outside the business.
The Best of Wheaton Awards Committee reserves the right to all final decisions.
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Wheaton Chamber of Commerce
108 E Wesley St
Wheaton IL 60187
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Describe your business in seventy-five (75) words or less (this description will be used in the Best of Wheaton keepsake
program)
From the first tooth to the golden years; Family smiles are truly precious. For 50 years, families in the Southwestern
suburbs have trusted their smiles to Grove Dental.
At Grove Dental, we make it our daily mission to improve patients’ lives through spectacular and comfortable dental
care. As a multi-specialty practice, we provide a full range of quality services that promote lifelong dental health. With
more than 30 dental specialists and four convenient state-of-the-art locations in Bolingbrook, Downers Grove, Lombard,
and Wheaton; Grove Dental is Chicagoland one-stop dental office for your family’s dental needs.
Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
Grove Dental offers only the highest standards of excellence in patient dental care, as well as excellence in
communication and customer service. Our philosophy is to provide patients extraordinary, individualized dental care
tailored to their unique needs.
Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
Grove Dental offers compassionate dental care in one convenient state-of-the-art location. This means that we treat the
entire family. From the first tooth to the golden years; from braces to treating gum disease-we have more than 30 dental
specialists with hundreds of years of combined dental experience.

•

Describe your business’ Community Involvement
Grove Dental is passionate about giving back to the communities it serves.
In 2017 Grove Dental:
Collected more than 800 lbs of candy during their first annual “Candy Buy Back” Halloween program and donated all the
candy to the Manteno Veterans Home.

•
•
•

•
•

Grove Dental collected more than 500 lbs of food for the Northern Illinois Food Bank during their “Help Us Feed Our
Hungry Neighbors” holiday food drive.
Grove Dental partnered with the Lions Township Club to help collect coats for families in the community that are in need
of warm winter coats.
Grove Dental served as the main sponsor and supporter for various community events and organizations such as:
Whittier Elementary Romp and Roar Race, The Bonfield Race, Reclaim 13 Race, Edison Middle School Orchestra, DuPage
Aging Gracefully and many more.
Each year, the staff at Grove Dental visits over 100 schools in the Downers Grove, Bolingbrook, Lombard, and Wheaton
area to present the importance of dental hygiene to children ages 3-14 years old.
Lastly, Grove Dental donated more than $11,000 local churches, schools and children sport leagues and programs.
Why is Wheaton the place where you want to do business?
Wheaton is such a very family-focused city with so much to offer to its residents. We love doing business here, and we
are deeply committed to our community. Grove is a full-service dental office, offering general and specialty dental
services to all ages. We pride ourselves in caring for the whole family. We love that many patients who started with us as
children are now raising their own families in Wheaton and bring their children to us for dental care. The family cycle is
renewed, and we are honored to have cared for them along the way. Both Dr. Williams and Dr. Kostko live in Wheaton
with their families. It means so much to us to care for members of our own community.
How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time)
287 employees
Share your favorite testimonial?
We are honored and humbled to say that we have so many positive testimonials. We rank over 4.5 Stars on Yelp,
Facebook and Google. Patients love the extraordinary care that they receive at Grove Dental. Here are a few reviews that
we love to share.

“Their service goes above and beyond! Grove Dental came to the rescue for my 2 1/2 year old! She fell and bumped her
front tooth pretty hard. Of course this happened on a Friday at about 4:45pm, right before Grove closes. Dr. Lee, Denise,
Angel, Laura, and Sue all stayed after hours to take care of my daughter. They were so caring and made sure my
daughter felt comfortable. I highly recommend Grove Dental to anyone looking for a dentist for their child!”
“We have been with Grove Dental for almost 30 years and have always been extremely satisfied. They have always had
an excellent, well-rounded professional staff. Many of the staff have been with Grove for years - always a good sign.
Our primary dentist is now Dr. Bennett (his father was also with Grove for much of his career). Dr. Bennett has recently
done work for both my wife and I and we are both very pleased with the quality of the work that was done. The dental
hygienists and assistants at Grove are top notch as well - Susan, Lu, Sandra and Dee Dee (at the billing and payments
desk) are well-known and very much appreciated by us. It is always a friendly, professional atmosphere, delivering high
quality dentistry at a reasonable cost.”
“We have been patients here for 15 years. We even drive 25 minutes to get here when we have numerous other choices
closer to us. All four of my children go there and love the Doctors, service, and team. We are patients of the Pediatric,
Adult, Ortho and Periodontal areas. They are all like family to us and we are always well taken care of.”
“Have been coming to grove dental for about 10 years now. The Wheaton office in particular for 8 years and we
absolutely love everyone there. My daughters love Dr Williams and Dr Patel. They are never scared and always excited
for their apts. We drive about 20-30 mins to the weather office because of the wonderful front desk staff and doctors.
Never had an issue in 10 years and don't expect any forward either.”
“I have nothing but wonderful things to say about Grove Dental. After having a HORRIBLE experience at a dentist in Carol
Stream, I reached out to Grove Dental seeking an Endodontist and was given a prompt appointment and met with Dr.
Kunath. He was patient, gentle and his bedside manner was comforting. His staff is as good as it can get. I was
transferred to the next room to Dr. Shubat (General Dentistry) for additional opinion and he was equally amazing. I
ended up having two crowns replaced after a botched job at the bad dentist in Carol Stream and Dr. Shubat was caring,
very detailed and his technique is stellar. His staff was also gentle and so comforting. I have moderate sleep apnea and

have had numerous surgeries that have left me with very limited capability of breathing through "only my nose" and Dr.
Shubat was very conscious of that and made sure that I was never anxious, in pain or felt like I could not breathe. I could
not have asked for a better experience. My children go to Grove Dental in Wheaton and I went to Grove dental as a child
in Bolingbrook. I am so glad that I went back. (The only reason I left was my dental insurance was Out of Network) Grove
Dental will always be where I trust everything will be done perfectly, safely and correctly.”
“Great Kids Dentist and Ortho!!!! NOW, KEEP IN MIND, I DRIVE 45 MINUTES TO THIS OFFICE, AND I HAVE 4
ORTHODONTISTS WITHIN A 5 MINUTE DRIVE FROM MY HOME!!!!! After a horrible experience with a quack dentist in
Joliet, we switched to Dr Chung. She was amazing with my children, even the 3yr old, and they love her. Next: 2 of my
sons see the orthodontist there, Dr. Patel. No complaints whatsoever!! The staff has made it clear that I am always
welcome to speak to him about any questions or concerns. The woman who handles orthodontist billing, I think her
name is Kelly, was so knowledgeable about the insurance procedures and always got back to me quickly with any phone
calls. Last: The two woman who work scheduling are so cute and friendly. They know I'm a busy mom of 4 and they go
out of their way to coordinate all our appointments.”
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Describe your business in seventy-five (75) words or less (this description will be used in
the Best of Wheaton keepsake program)

My name is Margo McCollister and I am a licensed clinical therapist skilled at educating people on emotional health and
wellness. I opened Margo McCollister, Inc. in 2016 to provide my counseling services to the Wheaton and surrounding
communities. I possess the knowledge of principles, methods and procedures for improving our emotional health which
includes giving guidance and direction on how to improve self-esteem or sense-of-self, resolve relationship conflicts,
navigate life and career transitions, and/or improve one’s overall emotional health and wellness. I help students,
individuals, families, and couples.

Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
My Mission at Margo McCollister, Inc. is to offer quality and comprehensive services tailored to the diversity of my
client’s needs.
My Philosophy at Margo McCollister, Inc. is that people needing my services, whether it be guidance, education, and/or
support, can live, work and thrive in the community. Treatment is viewed as a partnership with the individual, myself,
and if/when possible, a network of family and friends. Working together, this supportive network enables an individual
to improve their overall emotional health and wellness in a safe, trusted environment marked by professionalism and
skill.

Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
I have worked in the field of mental health for several years and in various capacities: hospitals, group practice, private
practice, and community mental health which has provided me with extensive experience and knowledge in the field of
emotional health and wellness. Therefore, my skills and expertise has led to a positive reputation in developing
partnerships with area providers that can strengthen the impact of the importance of emotional health and wellness in
the members of the Wheaton community.

Describe your business’ Community Involvement

Margo McCollister Inc’s., community involvement consists of educating and promoting members of the community
(individuals, couples, families, schools) on the importance of emotional health and wellness either through private
counseling sessions in the office setting or thru continuing education seminars in the school or hospital settings.

Why is Wheaton the place where you want to do business?
Wheaton is the place where I want to do business because, besides just being born and raised here, I feel that I have
inherited and share some of the same core values of this beautiful community: education, contribution, compassion and
warmth for others. I have long felt a sense of connection here in Wheaton which is paramount to building relationships
with others so, I want to use this to help others in need. Since, I myself, feel safe and secure in Wheaton and trust that I
can reach out for help if I need to, I want to be given the opportunity to provide this to the community members as well.
I have seen the members of this community come together throughout the years in times of both happiness and times
of struggle and want to be included in the continued growth, health and wellness of this great town.

How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time)
Just me 😊😊.

Share your favorite testimonial?
“Margo helped me get thru a difficult time in my life where I needed some guidance on how to go thru the process of
accepting something that I couldn’t control yet move towards a place of peace and contentment. She helped me
understand my emotions and how to manage them, so I could continue living my life towards what’s important to me.”

(past client testimonial, 2017)
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Congratulations on your business’ Wheaton Chamber of Commerce 2015 Best of Wheaton Awards
nomination. Please complete this questionnaire in order to give your business the best light in our program.
Feel free to use the reverse side to add more information. Remember, along with the popular vote, this
questionnaire will be used as a portion of the key factors in determining the award recipient.
Return completed questionnaire by Tuesday, January 27th by fax (630.668.2744) or email to
marycarol@wheatonchamber.com. Thank you for your participation. Good Luck!!!

What is your 30 second “elevator speech”?
At Weber Orthodontics we specialize in creating exceptional, healthy smiles that make a lasting impression. We do
this in a fun, caring and gentle way. Our commitment is to provide the best orthodontic treatment to
our patients, in the shortest amount of time possible while providing our patients with the best
patient experience throughout their orthodontic treatment. We have the latest technology and a
doctor with over 25 years of experience. When you start treatment with us, you are more than a
patient -- you are a part of our family.

Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
Improving our patient service (experience) is our No. 1 goal at all times. Every staff member – not just the Doctor –
strives to interact with each patient and their family at their appointments. At Weber Orthodontics each staff member
views every patient interaction as an opportunity to establish a long-term relationship with the patient and their
families.
We also strive to see the quality of our service from our patient/parents’ point of view as there can sometimes be a
difference between our perception of good patient service and the patient’s viewpoint. This means all staff members
need to continuously speak with our patient and their parents informing them of progress and/or delays in treatment.
We stress the importance of being proactive – ask questions at the beginning and end of each appointment to insure
patients/parents leave with all questions answered. If need be, have a staff member or the doctor follow up in the
evening with a care call to the patient/parent.
Our goal is to exceed our patients/parents expectations. If we are constantly striving to exceed our patients/parents
expectations, our patients will be happy and recommend us to their friends and families when thinking of orthodontic
treatment.
Dr. Weber has often said, “It is not about us being #1 – It’s about our practice doing what is best for our patients and
their families. Our patients and their families are constantly raising their expectations of our practice; therefore, we
continually strive to raise our own standards of excellent service. “

Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
Dr Weber is a thought leader in orthodontics in the area. He was the first in the area to use self-ligating brackets which
allows for lighter wires, more comfort and faster results for the patients, he was the first in the area to use Incognito
(behind the teeth) braces and was the first premier provider in Wheaton. Dr Weber was one of the first in the area to
use Invisalign and Invisalign Teen and is the first orthodontist in Wheaton to become an Elite provider with Invisalign,
which means he is in the top 5% of the country's Invisalign providers! Dr Weber was one of the first in the area to offer

accelerated orthodontics (Acceledent), and Weber Orthodontics was the first orthodontic practice in the area to have
an iTero scanner which eliminates the need for uncomfortable and messy plaster teeth impressions.
Dr. Weber is a member of Smiles Change Lives. Smiles Change Lives promotes increased self-esteem and improved oral
health for children from low-income families in need of orthodontic treatment. Smiles Change Lives goal is to help
families, who cannot afford the full cost of braces, secure treatment for their children by connecting them with
orthodontic providers willing to donate their services to deserving patients.
Dr. Weber’s orthodontic training at Northwestern University School of Dentistry, Department of Orthodontics, also
focused on providing orthodontic treatment to children with special needs. Therefore, many of his patients are referred
to him from pediatric dental practices who know of his training in this area.
Dr. Weber is also a member of the Central DuPage Hospital (Cadence) Cleft, Lip and Palate Team. This is a volunteer
position where he meets with the parents of children who have cleft, lip and palate disorders and he works with a team
consisting of a plastic surgeon, oral surgeon, general dentist, and speech pathologist creating the best possible
treatment plan for the child. These children are often seen by the team for many years as the process is a long one
which must be designed specifically for each child’s case.

Describe your business’ Community Involvement
Weber Orthodontics strongly believes in giving back to the community. Dr. Weber is a member of the Wheaton
Chamber of Commerce and the Wheaton Downtown Business District. He has participated the past 3 years -- and will
do so again this year -- in the Down Wheaton Ice Fest. In the past, he has also been a member of the Wheaton Lions
Club. Weber Orthodontics has participated for over 30 years with Peoples Resource, Sunny Ridge Farm and Milton
Township to provide a Merry Christmas for families in need. We provide gifts for the families as well as a Christmas
dinner. We support and participate in the Taste of Wheaton each year and we have also supported NEW 200
Foundation. In addition, Dr. Weber has contributed to St. Michael’s School Auction for the past 25 years along with
several other local schools in the area. In addition, he and his practice support S.T.E.M. and participated in their science
and technology event this fall.

How does membership in the Wheaton Chamber of Commerce support your
business plan?
The Chamber events and programs have allowed us to expand our business network, and given us access to business
leaders in the community. Chamber members are also an important source of referrals for our practice. In addition, the
online directory gives us a way to promote our practice to other chamber and community members. The Chamber
annual event, The Taste of Wheaton, allows WeberOrthodontics to support a very popular event among the residents of
Wheaton and allows us to interact with members of the community we may already know but also to introduce
WeberOrthodontics to those we do not yet know in a fun, friendly environment.

How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time
Dr. Weber

6, including the
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Describe your business in seventy-five (75) words or less (this description will be used in
the Best of Wheaton keepsake program)
Serving the Wheaton community for more than 20 years, Dr. David Allen has transformed over 15,000 smiles with
braces and Invisalign. Dr. Allen and his team make it their priority to provide the best orthodontic care to their patients
while giving personal attention to every patients’ needs. It is truly Dr. Allen’s pleasure to support the Wheaton
community by sponsoring local schools, charities, park district programs and providing complimentary mouth guards to
local athletes.

Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
Our customer service philosophy is to meet and exceed our patients’ expectations. We pledge to provide the best
orthodontic care, a comfortable and fun environment and a friendly, genuine caring team. Our promise is to provide
“Platinum Service”.

Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
While our mindset is not to be competitive, we are creative in ways to provide better orthodontic care and service
for our patients. We offer nights and weekend hours for the convenience of our patients, we offer same day
appointments so our patients don’t have to wait to get in to see us and we offer a “Satisfaction Guarantee” to our
patients. We have, and will continue to, go above and beyond with continuing education, advances in orthodontic
treatment and team building training. We provide a great place to work by developing talent and helping our team
members achieve their goals. Our passion for the safety of young athletes has made it a priority for us to provide
complimentary mouth guards to ALL athletes in our community.

Describe your business’ Community Involvement
In support of our patients and their families in the community, we sponsor and participate in Wheaton Chamber of
Commerce, Wheaton Park District, community and private schools, individual programs, events and fundraisers. We
support the community by giving complimentary mouth gaurds to thousands of school, club and Park District athletes,
many of which are not patients within our practice. Our passion is to grow our practice and do more for our community.

Why is Wheaton the place where you want to do business?
Dr. Allen moved his family to Wheaton over 20 years ago knowing Wheaton is a great place to raise a family. He started
practicing in Wheaton and the strong relationships he has formed, his passion for supporting the community and his
desire to make a difference in the lives of his patients make Wheaton the place he wants to do business.

How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time)

20

Share your favorite testimonial?
“As we welcome the start of a new year, some of us will reflect on the blessings they have received in the past years.
How grateful I am that I can cite my experience with Dr. David J. Allen and his staff at Wheaton Orthodontic Center as
among my blessings!
From my very first visit at the office, I was made to feel welcome and comfortable by the friendly staff and the pleasant
environment of the office itself.
Dr. Allen inspires the utmost confidence by his knowledge, skill, and professionalism. Dr. Allen is a great doctor who
listens to the patient and takes care of them with great attention.
Kudos and the highest recommendation to Dr. Allen and everyone at Wheaton Orthodontic Center for the great
experience and quality work you have done on my teeth.” - Steve K.
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Describe your business in seventy-five (75) words or less (this description will be used in
the Best of Wheaton keepsake program)
The Written Word Center for Dyslexia and Learning offers educational support for K-8 students with
dyslexia and related language-based learning differences, such as dysgraphia and dyscalculia. An
academic language therapist provides an intensive approach to remedial instruction by creating an
individualized treatment plan that develops a student's ability to learn to read, write and spell. In
addition, the Center provides Dyslexia Therapist training programs and resources to the community.

Describe your Customer Service philosophy/policy
Tara believes all students deserve compassion, understanding, and the most current, effective
evidence-based interventions available. It is her goal to help her students reach their academic
potential by building their confidence, self-esteem, and a tool-kit of strategies they can apply to
improve areas of academic weakness. Not only is it important to support students academically, but it
is equally important to empower students to believe in themselves by focusing on and celebrating
their strengths. Tara provides support by providing families with resources that include connections
with local support groups (Dyslexia Buddy Network) and medical professionals, as well as,
educational and informational materials, and presentations designed to develop educator’s and
parent’s knowledge of dyslexia and related learning differences.
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Tell us what sets you apart from your competition
Tara is the founder of The Written Word Center for Dyslexia and Learning and has been teaching
students in public and private schools for over 30 years. She has extensive training in the field of
education. She is a Certified Academic Language Therapist, Certified Dyslexia Therapist, and a
Licensed Dyslexia Therapist. A Dyslexia Therapist is more than a tutor. Dyslexia therapists are
specially trained to use Orton-Gillingham methods that are individualized and unique to the specific
learner. Her instructional delivery involves using a multi-sensory approach to teach individuals who
have difficulty acquiring the basic language skills necessary to read, write and spell. Dyslexia
Therapists have a deep knowledge of the structure of the English language and the experience to
apply these skills in creating an individualized treatment plan for the remediation of dyslexia and
related learning disorders.

Describe your business’ Community Involvement
The Written Word Center for Dyslexia and Learning is a member of the Wheaton Chamber of
Commerce.
One of The Written Word’s main goals is to create an awareness of Dyslexia among members of the
community. The Written Word has collaborated with the Dyslexia Buddy Network, a 501c3
organization, to raise money for dyslexia therapist training tuition assistance and tuition assistance for
youth to gain access to the best intervention and remediation available for dyslexia.
Many students with dyslexia are not always recognized for the hard work it takes to achieve progress
and success in a school setting. The dyslexic student usually has to work twice as hard and twice as
long as their peers to achieve the same results. Tara recognizes this fact and rewards her students
for the dedication and hard work that is required to make progress while participating in a dyslexia
remediation program. For each student book completed, a student receives a reward in the form of a
gift card featuring downtown Wheaton businesses. The rewards program called “Hard Work Pays
Off” gives students the opportunity to spend tokens at the Little Popcorn Store, and gift cards for
Kimmer’s, Kilwins, Graham’s, and Moore Toys and Gadgets.
As part of a community outreach series for dyslexia awareness, Tara has given several free
workshops and dyslexia simulations to groups of parents, neuropsychologists, and educators.
Education majors from universities have attended a free workshop called Dyslexia for a Day: A
Simulation of Dyslexia.
The Written Word Center for Dyslexia and Learning is offering dyslexia therapist training programs.
Trainees will learn to implement an Orton-Gillingham based multi-sensory language therapy program
called Take Flight: A Comprehensive Intervention for Students with Dyslexia. The Take Flight
curriculum is written by the staff of the Luke Waites Center for Dyslexia and Learning Disorders at
Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children, Dallas, Texas.
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Why is Wheaton the place where you want to do business?
Wheaton is a vibrant and engaged community that is family friendly. The many businesses,
churches, schools, neighborhoods, and park districts create endless opportunities for involvement.

How many employees do you have (both full-time and part-time)
I have one full time employee who is the co-founder and business manager and I have one part-time
employee, a Wheaton College student, who helps out in the summers.

Share your favorite testimonial
Mrs. Chapman's instruction was more than just teaching my son how to overcome the challenges of
dyslexia. She has literally changed the course of his life forever. What future would he have if he
cannot read, and more importantly, if he does not believe in himself? She met my son where he was
in his learning, and gently guided him with encouragement every step of the way. She kept me
informed of his progress, educated me about dyslexia and how I can help him at home. One of the
greatest things about Mrs. Chapman is her understanding and compassion for children like my son.”
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